Transport and Work Mode

The Rotor - the Heart of the Rock Rake

clears rocks - SIMPLY!

The RR4300 rock rake has an adjustable raking angle of 10 degrees to 30 degrees with up and
down positioning for efficiency and convenience. The teeth of the rock rake have a hard surfaced
face as well as being designed to be reversible and replaceable.
Transport

Work

RR4300
Raking Width
(at 20 degrees working position)

160” (4.1 m)

Rotor Length

171” (4.3 m)

Rake Angle

fast work of moving rocks into a narrow row that can then be picked with the NT60 or NT78 rock picker. The
stand-alone rock rake can keep moving while the rock picker is stopped to unload, resulting in more rock
removed from a larger area in less time.

Tire Pressure (max)

60 psi (413.7 kPa)

Hydraulic Drive
10 degrees minimum

30 degrees maximum

The RR4300 rock rake is the perfect partner to the NT60 and NT78 rock picker! The RR4300 rock rake makes

SPECIFICATIONS
Yes

Required Horsepower (min)

65 hp (49 kW)

Required Horsepower (max)

75 hp (56 kW)

Hydraulic Outlets Required

3 Tongue Weight

Max. Rotor RPM

154

Transport Width

99” (2.5 m)

Hydraulic Pressure
(max. relieved)

Working Width - 20 degrees

195” (5.0 m)

Hydraulic Flow Required

Transport Length

245” (6.2 m)

Hydraulic Hitch

Yes

Operating Length - 20 degrees

253” (6.4 m)

Hydraulic Drive

Yes

Height

72” (1.8 m)

Raking Style

Rotor

Weight

3,982 lbs (1,806 kg)

Number of Replaceable Teeth

100

Replaceable and Reversible Teeth

Yes

Tongue Weight
Tire Size

Transport - 1,254 lbs (569 kg)
Working - 1,034 lbs (469 kg)

Hard Surfacing

While every effort has been
made to ensure that the
information is accurate/
current at the time of
production, all specifications
are subject to change.
For the latest product
information, please visit:
www.highlinemfg.com.

3000 psi (20,684 kPa)
13 gpm (49.2 l/min)

Rotor Teeth

11L - 15F
Note: Right/left hand is determined by sitting in the tractor seat looking forward

RR4300 ROCK RAKE

THE RR4300 ROCK RAKE

Hydraulically switch between transport and work mode with ease!

